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FÉNYES MIKLÓS -  FOGARASSY MIKLÓS -  MÁDER BÉLA: Professional directives 
for the development of university libraries. — The plan study outlines the social objectives 
of Hungarian university libraries, determines their place in Hungarian and international 
library provision (basic functions, relation to education and research, national special 
library tasks). It designates the directives for operation and development, determines 
standards in relation to stock building, services, organization and management, staff, 
building, fittings and equipment. [325—336.p.]

National research of librarianship. 1981—1985. Draft programme. — National research 
programmes for librarianship are going on in this country since 1961, as an organic part 
of the Five Year Plans. The National Council for Librarianship is working now on the 
compilation of the research programme for 1981—1985. The Centre for Library Science 
and Methodology has prepared proposals for the working committee which is published 
in order to get public opinions. The proposed research topics of library science are 
grouped round five problems: library fulfilment of social demands; optimalization of 
document bases; systems of information storage and retrieval; activity of information on 
science; historical research. [337—340.p.]

SZ. NAGY LAJOS: The matter of special libraries in offices is again in the limelight. 
— The article reports on the experiences and lessons of a survey carried out by 
questionnaire: 1. special libraries in offices, ensuring the document and information 
provision for the council apparatus, are functioning only in one third of Hungarian 
counties; in the other third of counties almost no measures were taken to organize the 
provision; 2. country-wide arrangements are necessary: for this purpose a working 
committee was set up to elaborate guiding principles. Solutions are suggested as follows: 
1. it is expedient to run the libraries in question as outlaid special sections of the county 
libraries; 2. the national special centre for jurisprudence (the Parliamentary Library) and 
the special library of the Administrative College may assist library work by offering 
special services and organizing specialized extension training for librarians. [341—349.p.]

SZENTIRMAI LÁSZLÓ — GALAMBOS GÁBOR: Investigation o f reading activity among 
industrial workers of Szeged with many-variable analysis. — What kind of factors 
influence the development of different readers’ types (regular reader, irregular reader, 
no reader). In the course of a comprehensive investigation as regards the living habits
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and conditions o f industrial workers in a large city, the reading activity was analysed, too. 
During the analysis the variation o f some symptoms together with its joint variables were 
disclosed and forecaste given in connection with it. The authors considered appropriate 
the presented methods and processes in development (time value-cluster, computerized 
concretization o f forecasts, Automatic Interaction Detector) not only for investigating 
the population o f a city or a region but also to serve as a national model for the 
investigation o f reading activity. [350—355.p.]

F o r u m

SZENTMIHÁLYI JÁNOS: Exclamation marks in connection with the current biblio
graphic processing o f Hungarian literature abroad. Reflections about the article o f Mohor 
Jenő published in Könyvtári Figyelő, 1981. 2ло. — The author does not agree with 
Mohor Jenő’s final conclusion, namely the ’’Hungarica documentation planned from the 
middle o f the sixties, and the Hungarica bibliography existing in the seventies, could be 
replaced by Hungarica information." The author, in his article o f debate, makes clear that 
Hungarica bibliography could not be replaced by but supplemented to the Hungarica 
information, further on, he draws attention to the requirements o f Hungarian science 
and cultural policy and in this connection with the most urgent objectives based on 
interlibrary cooperation in the field o f Hungarica information. [356—365.p.]

KÖBÖLKUTI KATALIN: Information on science of literature and arts. — The author 
remarks upon the article "The state and perspectives o f cultural and artistic information” 
(Mohor Jenő — Sárdy Péter), published in Könyvtári Figyelő, 1979. 6.no. She does not 
agree with above authors, namely that information coincident with the activities o f the 
competent ministry should be drawn into the scope of cultural and artistic information, 
that is to say, with the conception o f the information system established on the basis o f 
administrative structure. In her opinion, when establishing information systems, the 
characteristics, pecularities o f the given information, the laws o f systematics o f the 
respective discipline should be considered. Starting from this fundamental position the 
author describes how and to which degree o f efficiency could a county library make use 
of the information devices available in the fields of literature and other arts. [368— 
374.p.]

O u t l o o k

Research activity in Slowakian librarianship. -  D escription  on the basis o f the manuscipt 
plan and report entitled "Plán vedeckovyskumnych úloh na гоку 1981—1985 riesenych 
V knizniciach Jednotnej sústavy SSR” and "Hodnotenie vedeckovyskumnych uloh za 
roky 1976—1980 riesenych v rezorte kultúry SSR” (Bratislava, Matica Slovenská, 1981. 
27 p.) [375—376.p.]
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384.p.]
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